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Zoom attendees:  Raymond Ayers, Ellen Benoit, Margo Biblin, Lori Ostrzyzek, Monica Sobon, Sarah 
Hare 

DISCUSSION NOTES 

Conditional Usage—Gas Station in POP  
— Join the Next PB meeting on May 3, 7:30pm to discuss what the POP. What if “fueling” was 

removed fro “service station”? 

SJ Public Information and Engagement Opportunity 
— The gathering of resident emails for the township notification database and the marijuana 

survey continues and will be available to Hope residents at the Green Fair Saturday. You can 
view and respond to both efforts on the PIE site:  

 https://sites.google.com/site/hopenjenv/home/public-information-and-engagement   

— Look into linking the Hope Township Site and the HopeNJEnv Facebook page to the PIE 
calendar 

SJ Technical Assistance for Energy Initiatives 
— Continuing study into Direct Install, energy star portfolio, Community Solar, Electric vehicles and 

their infrastructure 

Green Fair 2021, Saturday, April 24, 10am to 2pm, Hope School Lower Parking Lot 
— In addition to Land of Make Believe tickets, there is a raffle prize of a glider flight 

SETTING UP: 
— Asking all volunteers to wear their gray green fair shirts (we have a few mediums available) or a 

plain gray t-shirt; masks; ID badges 
— Lori and Raymond will meet up with Terry at the Municipal Building at 8:00am to pick up the 4 

canopy tents, then head to the Firehouse to pick up 8 tables and 12 chairs. 
— Everyone meets at the school lower parking lot to set up at 8:30am 
— Currently the parking lot is cordoned off at the rear with a dumpster, but all should be clear by 

Friday afternoon when the e-waste vans arrive to go into that space. 
— Basic activity assignments have been made, but several backup positions are still wanting 
— Still looking for our past posters and banner for advertising; heavily leaning on Facebook 

AT THE FAIR: 
— Volunteers will receive/wear traffic vests; those interacting with visitors will have amplifiers. 
— Attendees will be requested to mask and social distance; practice no-idling 
— Everyone is requested to count the number of attendees in their area, take many pictures 

(Sustainable Jersey points), and ensure canopy tents, tables and chairs are all returned. 

Rain Barrel and Neighborhood Plant Exchange  
— Grand opening scheduled for Saturday, May 8, 11 am  

Sustainable Jersey Recertification deadline May 2022  
— Check into Actions and follow our progress at:  

https://sites.google.com/site/hopenjenv/home/discussion 

By Laws  
— Samples to be discussed at next meeting. 

Adjournment:  Motion to adjourn M.Biblin; second: E. Benoit; at 8:55 PM 


